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A large number of genetic diseases and genetic disorders are simply caused by base alterations in the genome. Therefore, developing efficient and cost effective techniques for routine detection of these alterations is of great importance. Different methods involving gel electrophoresis and Polymerase Chain Reaction have been widely employed, but majority of these methods are costly, time consuming, and lack throughput, creating a fundamental gap between the current state-of-the-art and desired characteristics of low-cost, high-speed, simplicity, versatility, and potential for miniaturization. In this study, we attempt to bridge this gap by developing new sensing platforms to detect DNA base mismatches and DNA damage with higher throughput, better ease-of-use, and with the potential to be miniaturized for greater portability. Two electrochemical mismatch detection sensing platforms were developed. One uses the electrochemical reduction of trans-4-cinnamic acid diazonium tetrafluoroborate. The other takes advantage of the natural ability of MutS protein for single base mismatch recognition. Also, two DNA damage detection assays were developed and the first approach uses Atomic Force Microscopy to monitor minor DNA damage by labeling damaged sites with a biomarker. This site-specific biolabeling was achieved through well-established biotin-streptavidin chemistry. In the second approach, a new layer-by-layer biomolecular immobilization method was introduced and used to detect DNA chemical damage using electrochemical techniques.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Alterations in the DNA molecule introduce biochemical changes into cells with varying degrees of severity. The cause of these alterations can be divided into two major categories: replication errors by DNA polymerase, and exposure to harmful environmental conditions. DNA Polymerase replication errors result in random insertions[1], deletions[2, 3], or substitutions[4, 5] (also referred to as DNA mismatches) of the nucleotide bases in the macromolecular DNA, while the various, harsh oxidizing environmental conditions will cause more specific types of damage such as single-strand breaks and strand openings[6, 7]. These xenobiotic-induced DNA strand alterations are commonly referred to as DNA damage, and can be a consequence of direct exposure to harmful environmental conditions and various toxins[8-13]. In cells, most common type of DNA damage is a result of free-radical chemical attack to nucleotide bases.

The severity of the DNA mutation or damage depends on its location on the DNA strand, since only less than 10% of cellular DNA contains known and useful information that is used to make proteins and enzymes; the function of the remaining 90% of DNA nucleotides not involved in these processes is yet to be resolved[14].

When DNA base alterations are allowed to perpetuate uncorrected, they create biochemical havoc in the living organism[15], so it is of great importance to have the ability to correct or repair these alterations. One way for cells to correct mutations and the various degrees of DNA damage is to have multiple proofreading mechanisms and repair cascades that maintain genetic integrity. Failure of even one of these processes can result in a mutation of the DNA molecule, which is the origin of genetic diseases[15]. Though there are occasionally some positive long-term effects of genetic mutation through the
evolutionary process in all species of plant and animal, for the vast majority of cases these mutations are unwanted and undesirable[15]. Thus, early detection of DNA alterations can be a great benefit for avoiding the subsequent negative consequences that may arise from such mutations.

Recently, there has been enormous interest in developing and fabricating sensors for the detection of DNA mismatches and chemical damage. Since maintaining genomic integrity is vital, the development of reliable methods to identify and characterize early DNA abnormalities is especially important. Further, there is always an interest in efficient and reliable assays with high-throughput capability. Current methods and tools include gel electrophoresis and polymerase chain reaction (PCR). However, they lack simplicity, high-throughput, ease of use, and are limited in potential to be miniaturized. This creates a gap between the current state-of-the-art and the desired characteristics of the assay method mentioned above. The main goal of this work is to bridge the gap by developing new techniques to detect DNA base mismatches and DNA damage with higher throughput, better ease-of-use, and with the potential to be miniaturized for greater portability.

In the first three chapters, we will limit our discussion to the development of sensors that specifically target DNA mismatches. In chapters four and five we will address sensors that specifically target DNA chemical damage.
CHAPTER I
AN EXAMINATION OF THE CURRENT METHODS FOR DNA MISMATCH DETECTION

1.1 Introduction
Of all genetic alterations point mutations are the most difficult to detect[16]. A significant numbers of fatal diseases are caused by point mutations. For instance, sickle-cell disease and cystic fibrosis result simply from single base substitutions. In addition, single nucleotide polymorphisms can produce devastating effects within the genetic code, causing a myriad human diseases including cancer. For example, over 18 000 p53 mutations have a potential to develop various types of cancer including breast, lung, liver, prostate and skin carcinomas[17].
Various methods have been developed to detect the presence of mutations in DNA, and some methods are capable of characterizing the molecular nature of the mutation. Though detection of mutations in DNA sequences (which code a particular gene) is sufficient for diagnostic purposes, further characterization of the particular mutation may be important for certain diseases.

Sensitivity, selectivity, and high-throughput capabilities are important aspects to consider when developing DNA mismatch detection techniques. A large number of methodologies have been developed in various fields and the number of new methods is growing due to the increased demand for techniques that screen mutations both quantitatively and qualitatively. Chief among these methodologies for DNA mismatch detection are biochemical assays[18, 19], separations[20], molecular imaging[21], nano-gravimetric analysis[22], DNA microarrays[18], and spectroscopic probes[23]. Currently, biological assays such as electrophoresis, PCR, and DNA sequencing methods or their combinations are the most widely used in clinical diagnostics. PCR is used to replicate small segments of DNA using primers whereas gel electrophoresis is a biomolecular separation technique based on an electric field applied to the gel matrix.

Throughput, accuracy, speed, portability, and cost-effectiveness are among the most important criteria for large-scale screening of known mutations. Currently, there is nothing in the market that can meet all of these conditions. Therefore, the development of a method that bridges the gap between the current state-of-the-art and these desired criteria would be both novel and useful.
1.2 Molecular biological techniques

Many methods based on molecular biological assays have been developed for the detection of point mutations. DNA microarrays, ligation techniques, and DNA sequencing are among the widely used ones. Direct DNA sequencing is considered the “gold standard” for reliability in genetic testing[24]. DNA sequencing is relatively simple in that it determines the consecutive base sequence in a particular DNA strand with the help of PCR. Sequencing requires appropriate primers that target the sequence of interest, a pool of deoxynucleotides (dNTP), DNA polymerase enzyme, and labeled/unlabelled di-deoxynucleotides (ddNTP). All components (minus the ddNTP) are combined and then divided into four aliquots. Next, one of each of the four types of ddNTP chain terminator is added into each reaction vial. After the PCR reaction, the resulting amplified DNA strands are separated and analyzed via automated sequencing.

Sequencing is usually performed on relatively short DNA sequences (<700 bp), as the sequencing gets exponentially more complicated with the number of base pairs[25]. Despite significant advances in DNA sequencing technology, direct sequencing has not established itself as the method of choice for large scale analysis due to complexity, cost, and most importantly, lack of high throughput capability. Also, DNA sequencing has a very limited potential to be developed as a miniaturized device. Figure 1.1 illustrates the basics of the DNA sequencing process.
Figure 1.1 DNA sequencing methodology: Single stranded DNA is amplified in the presence of fluorescently labeled ddNTPs that serve to terminate the reaction and label all the fragments of DNA produced. The DNA fragments are then separated via gel-electrophoresis or capillary electrophoresis (CE) and the sequence read using a laser beam and a computer.

(Source: GENOME PROJECTS: UNCOVERING THE BLUEPRINTS OF BIOLOGY by Helmut Kae)
Besides DNA sequencing, numerous biotechnological methods have been developed and most of them are coupled to PCR and gel electrophoresis[26-30], two techniques that have revolutionized DNA testing. Advanced versions of gel electrophoresis called denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) and temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE) have been developed by Lerman, et al for the detection of point mutations[31]. Since then, many research groups have utilized these technologies to develop novel routes to screen for mutations[32]. However, these methods are tedious and difficult to handle, as they require radioactive phosphorous or fluorescent-labeled DNA molecules. If not handled carefully, radioactive phosphorous labels could lead to unwanted radiolysis reactions, which eventually interfere with the main assay.

Another technique incorporating electrophoresis is single-strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP)[30, 33]. The concept behind this technique is that when DNA is placed in a non-denaturing solution, it folds into a specific conformation that is determined by its base sequence. Any change in the sequence, as little as one base, results in a different conformation that can be visualized by differences in mobilities in the gel.

A similar approach to SSCP called conformation sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE)[34] is also reported. In CSGE, double-stranded DNA is exposed to mild denaturing conditions in order to induce conformational changes. Normal and mutated DNA will yield different conformations resulting in two distinct migration patterns in the gel. These techniques (CGSE and SSCP) are mostly suitable for shorter DNA fragments (<1kBP) in mismatch detection. For longer base pair sequences, another similar technique has been developed based on chemical cleavage of the mismatch (CCM)[35].
However, most of these methods suffer from the fact that some mutations fail to induce a conformational transition that is detectable by gel electrophoresis.

1.3 Use of mismatch detection proteins such as MutS

Another class of mutation detection methods uses the intrinsic capabilities of certain proteins to detect DNA mismatches. MutS is one such protein that has been extensively used to identify single-base mismatches. *In vivo*, MutS, a 90 kDa dimeric protein, plays a vital role in the mismatch repair cascade[36]. The MutS dimeric structure, with dimensions of ~125×90×70 Å[36], is shown in the ribbon diagram in Scheme 1.1-(a).

**Scheme 1.1** (a) Solid ribbon diagram of MutS dimeric protein
Mismatched bases are often an unwanted byproduct of DNA replication errors that can prove to be harmful or fatal to the organism if left unchecked. Many of these mismatched bases are removed by the proofreading activity of DNA polymerase, however there is a need for a secondary detection system to ensure that nearly all mismatches are detected and eventually corrected. The mismatches that escape DNA polymerase detection are subject to later correction by the mismatch repair system (MMR) that scans newly synthesized DNA. If a mismatch is found, MutS initiates the MMR system by binding to it and specifically excising the mismatched base from the newly synthesized DNA strand after which the original sequence is restored[37]. MutS homologues have been identified in nearly all organisms examined to date, and the protein’s ability to initiate the mismatch repair cascade has been well documented[38].

Each MutS subunit contains four domains, each with different characteristic features. The morphology of DNA does not promote binding to MutS. Only when the regular morphology of the DNA strand becomes perturbed or kinked by the presence of base mismatches, MutS specifically bind to the DNA macromolecule[36]. The kinked, mismatched DNA is then stabilized by extensive interaction with the four MutS domains to form a MutS-DNA complex. Scheme 1.1-(b) shows different views of MutS-DNA complex. The importance of MutS in the mismatch repair system is the initial recognition of mismatched base pairs on DNA, which are subsequently repaired by other members of the MMR cascade including MutL and MutH proteins[39].
MutS has been widely used as a major recognition element to screen mutations in various studies. The use of immobilized MutS protein on nitrocellulose membrane for base mismatch detection was first introduced by Wagner, et al.[40]. The immobilized protein on nitrocellulose membrane recognizes all mismatch combinations as well as several unpaired bases. Wagner’s modified nitrocellulose-membrane based method used chemiluminescence for detection. The method, however, is complicated due to the time-consuming, multiple steps of blotting, blocking, washing, and staining involved with the method.

Currently, the most extensively used MutS-based technique is gel electromobility shift assay (EMSA)[41, 42]. This method takes advantage of differences in the relative mobility of proteins during polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis to differentiate between
the MutS-DNA complexes and free MutS protein. Though reliable, the method lacks high throughput and is very time-consuming.

Recent advancements in imaging techniques enable identification of MutS-DNA complexes at the molecular level\cite{43, 44}. Also, various other techniques such as nanogravimetric analysis\cite{45}, DNA-microarray chips\cite{46}, capillary electrophoresis\cite{47}, surface plasmon resonance (SPR)\cite{48} and electrochemistry\cite{49} have exploited the mismatch detection capabilities of MutS protein to develop novel sensing strategies of DNA base mismatches.

1.4 Atomic Force Microscopic (AFM) detection of DNA mismatches

Atomic force microscopy is another useful technique that has been exploited by various research groups in mismatch detection studies. AFM has been used to examine the details of molecular structures with exceptional resolution and without the need for rigorous sample preparation or labeling. AFM delivers topographical information at the nanometer scale.

In AFM, a sharp nanometer-scale tip attached to the end of a cantilever rasters across a given area while a laser and a photodiode are used to monitor the tip deflections as a result of the force experienced from the sample. A feedback loop between the photodiode and a piezo-crystal corrects and records tip deflections according to the scanning parameters set\cite{50, 51}.

The AFM can be used in two modes: contact mode imaging and intermittent contact mode. In contact mode, the cantilever tip maintains a constant force throughout the scan, while constant amplitude is maintained during intermittent contact mode imaging. Both
of these imaging modes have practical applications, depending upon the surface to be scanned and the features one is trying to detect.

The exceptionally low signal-to-noise ratio of the AFM allows individual biomolecules to be imaged at sub-nanometer resolution, presenting the opportunity to study the functionality of biomolecular assemblies. In addition to high-resolution capability, AFM can be used to directly measure intermolecular and intra-molecular interactions at the molecular level in order to acquire detailed insights about the function and structure of many biomolecular systems[51]. The resolution of topographical imaging has been tremendously improved mainly due to continuous developments of AFM instrumentation.

Scheme 1.2. Schematic representation of an Atomic Force Microscope
There is no AFM method currently reported that can directly visualize the mismatch site of a DNA double helix, but indirect methods using protein-DNA interactions or incorporating nano-particles to the mismatch site have been described[43, 52]. In the protein-DNA approach, DNA-MutS system has been successfully used to detect mismatched DNA [43, 53, 54]. Li, et al improved this approach by stretching the MutS-bound DNA in order to get more information specific to the location of the mutation[55].

Another MutS-based AFM imaging method to detect undesirable base substitutions was demonstrated by Tanigawa, et al[53]. Although Tanigawa’s technique is attractive and effectively detects mutations in >1 kbp sequences, it is complicated by frequent aggregation of DNA during sample preparation. Some studies have also utilized the ability of AFM to measure intermolecular and intra-molecular forces to develop new mismatch detection methods[56]. One of the recent advancements of AFM, known as Topography and Recognition (TREC) imaging[57], has also proven effective in developing mutation detection techniques.

1.5 Microchip-based detection of DNA mismatches

DNA microarray technology has revolutionized genetic testing and research by enabling large numbers of analytes to be examined in parallel, resulting in a tremendous increase in throughput. This analytical technique is remarkably powerful and fast compared to other currently available techniques. The DNA microarray contains a million gene sites per square centimeter, making it possible to analyze the entire human genome without a large investment of time and resources[58]. The attached probes in each site are
hybridized to target and recognize specific sequences using chemical or electrochemical probes.

Numerous research groups have developed new methods and protocols in mutation screening research by utilizing this technology[59-62]. However, the need for optical detectors and X-ray films, widely used in microarray analyses to identify target sequences, make these methods either too complicated or too costly. Scanner cost, sample labeling requirements, and the complexity of the required optical systems are only a few of the drawbacks to these methods. Recently, a great deal of interest has been given to help develop microarray technologies that are more user-friendly devices, so that they can be used outside of highly specialized laboratories.

Several less expensive and highly sensitive detection procedures have already been developed using modified gold nano-particles in conjunction with optical and electrochemical detection techniques[63]. However, gold nano-particles need very specialized enhancements in order to grow them to a size where they are visible by optical methods, and usually require several trials to attain the desired size, contributing to added cost and an increase in overall detection time.

Use of MutS-DNA interaction in microarray technology has been reported in recent years. Begrensdorf, et al[46] and Bi, et al[64] each developed a DNA chip and a MutS protein chip for rapid screening of DNA mismatches. The recognition of MutS-DNA complexes is revealed by fluorescence images; again the method requires the added cost of labeling fluorescence detection devices.
1.6 Nano-gravimetric detection of DNA mismatches using Quartz Crystal Microbalance

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a sensitive nano-gravimetric detection technique that is widely used in various biological applications. The QCM is a piezoelectric mass-sensing device that works by sending an electrical signal through a gold-plated quartz crystal, which vibrates at a certain resonant frequency. The mass change on the crystal surface is monitored in terms of the change in resonant frequency of the crystal, based on the Sauerbrey Equation[65]:

\[ \Delta f = -2f_0^2 \frac{mn}{(\rho \mu)^{0.5}} = -Cf \Delta m \]

- \( \Delta f \) - Frequency Change (Hz)
- \( \Delta m \) - Mass Change (g)
- \( \rho \) - Density of Quartz (2.648 g/cm\(^2\))
- \( \mu \) - Shear Modulus of Quartz
- \( f_0 \) - Resonant Frequency (Hz)

QCM provides label-free real time measurements of interfacial binding events[66]. Moreover, the QCM detection principle provides additional information about the structural and viscoelastic properties of adsorbed molecules[67]. The ability of QCM to measure interfacial biomolecular binding events such as protein-protein and protein-DNA has been utilized by several groups to develop new methods to detect point mutations. One such approach uses horseradish peroxidase (HRP) as a detection element to screen
for DNA mismatches[22]. Ru-Qin, et al developed a similar method instead using \( \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4/\text{Au} \) core/shell nanoparticle\[68\] as the detection element. Another approach using a laser gun to irradiate QCM crystals was recently developed, wherein DNA mismatches were effectively discriminated by analyzing the kinetics of laser responses\[69\]. Several groups have employed numerous other direct and indirect measurements of protein-DNA interactions using streptavidin–peroxide horseradish (SA–HRP)\[20\], MutS\[45\], and alkaline phosphatase\[70\] proteins to screen mutations using QCM.

QCM techniques are reliable, sensitive, and label-free, but they also have complicating factors associated with them. QCM requires expensive equipment and because the process cannot be miniaturized. The detection method can also be tedious and difficult at times due to problems with interference from non-specific binding events and/or background noise interference from stray electronic signals.

1.7 Capillary electrophoretic detection of DNA mismatches

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) has been an important technique for the characterization of biological systems due to its outstanding sensitivity and selectivity. It has been widely used as a detection element in various studies that are focusing to screen for gene defects.

A simple, robust, and miniaturized system for DNA mutation detection analysis has been developed using temperature gradient capillary electrophoresis (TGCE)\[71, 72\]. These methods have proven capable of performing simultaneous heteroduplex analyses for various mutations. An improved version of CE called multicapillary automated sequencers (MCAS) has also been reported for rapid and sensitive mutation
detection[73]. This technique is also known as conformation-sensitive capillary electrophoresis (CSCE). Another simple, highly sensitive method has been previously developed, especially for the analysis of large genes, using CE and with the help of laser-induced fluorescence detection[74]. A prior development in CE in the field of mutation detection is microchip electrophoresis[75]. Although these developments provide powerful platforms for simple, fast, automated, and high throughput detection, they are still costly and lack portability.

1.8 Mass spectrometric detection of DNA mismatches

Mass spectrometry (MS) is yet another tool that has been widely used in mutation detection research. Although mass spectrometry is well known for its high operational cost and complexity, lots of mutation detection methods have been developed around it due to its exceptional sensitivity. Mass Spectrometry can lead to the determination of molecular structure through an analysis of the ratio of mass to charge (M/Z) of the myriad ionized particles that are created upon fragmentation and ionization of a given analyte[76]. The fragmented ions pass through magnetic and electric fields, which have a separate, distinct effect on each ion fragment that passes through. These separated ionized fragments are then detected by various means. Among the more popular methods of MS technologies are the Quadrupole, Time-Of-Flight, Ion trap, and Linear Quadrupole Ion Trap[76].

Several research groups have developed rapid DNA sequencing methods using Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization-Mass Spectrometry (MALDI-MS), and later used the sequenced DNA to effectively discriminate point mutations[77]. In addition to
MALDI-MS, various types of Electron Spray Ionization (ESI) mass spectrometric techniques have been utilized in mutation detection[78, 79]. Naviaux, et al’s ESI-MS based method for rapidly genotyping individuals for mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) variants associated with mtDNA-based diseases[80] is the highlight of most recent advancements of MS in mutation detection.

1.9 Electrochemical detection of DNA mismatches

Many of the newer methods recently adapted for rapid screening appear to outperform the conventional methods in both sensitivity and selectivity. Recent advances in electrochemical techniques in this area have shown great promise, as having both of these desired characteristics, as well as faster throughput for biotechnological applications, better reliability, and ease of fabrication of microdevices[81, 82]. Electrochemical methods also provide direct readout, reducing the complexity of the detection assay.

Several electrochemical biosensors have been developed to specifically recognize target DNA sequences. Mikkelsen, et al developed an early electrochemical approach by hybridizing test DNA samples to single-stranded DNA probes immobilized on a carbon paste electrode[83]. When the test DNA recognizes a correct complementary DNA strand, it hybridizes to the immobilized sequence and allows for an enhanced electrochemical response from the positively charged electro-active probe Co(phen)$_2^{3+}$ in solution. Mismatches, on the other hand, will cause a reduction in Co(phen)$_2^{3+}$ current that signals the presence of the mismatch.

Heller, et al later employed a similar approach using immobilized single-stranded probe DNA on a redox-active polymer and attaching soybean peroxidase to the target DNA[84].
When the probe DNA strand recognizes the target strand, the attached soybean peroxidase interacts with the polymer to release hydrogen peroxide, which is then detected on the electrode. Another novel method is reported based on a “sandwich” hybridization assay using ferrocene as a signaling probe[85]. Furthermore, DNA mismatch detection methods are also reported based on DNA guanine base oxidation to 8-oxoguanine, as catalyzed by Ru(bpy)\(^{3+}\) and other transition metal complexes[86]. The rate of guanine base oxidation is monitored electrochemically and thus the mutation is detected.

Although the aforementioned electrochemical biosensors can accurately detect mutations, they are limited in sensitivity. These assays are also dependant on hybridization efficiencies, which do not yield a marked difference in pairing energies between normal and mutated strands. Thus, determination of the mutation becomes harder without further method development.

The sensitivity of these hybridization assays have recently been enhanced by incorporating nano-particles such as gold. In 2004, Aamiya, et al developed a very sensitive electrochemical-based assay to detect base mismatches by incorporating gold nano-particles into the mismatch site[87]. In Amiya’s study, a double-stranded DNA probe is immobilized on the electrode surface and is exposed to four different solutions containing mono-base modified colloidal gold nanoparticles in the presence of DNA polymerase I. When there is a mismatch in the probe sequence, only the gold nano-particles that are modified with the correct complementary monobases will accumulate on the electrode surface, resulting in a significant change in the electrochemical signal due to gold oxidation. Similar approaches are also reported using chemically modified
magnetic beads\cite{49, 88} and various proteins such as MutS\cite{49}. In addition, electrochemical impedance studies have been utilized by several research groups to detect DNA mutations\cite{89}.

DNA has been extensively studied for its unique characteristic of long-range charge transport through the fully hybridized molecule\cite{90}. The molecule’s extraordinary charge transport has been exploited by several research groups to design new methods to detect DNA mutations\cite{91, 92}. A method has been reported whereby the reduction of anthroquinone is used to indicate DNA damage. The anthroquinone is attached juxtaposed to a mutation site and the amount of charge that passes via the subsequent reduction of the anthroquinone molecule is directly related to the number of mutations on the DNA molecule\cite{93}.

Among other current methods utilizing the charge transport concept through DNA, the technique developed by Barton and co-workers is the most commonly known. The Barton group was able to detect DNA mismatches by monitoring charge transport through immobilized double-stranded oligonucleotides on gold electrodes with the help of DNA intercalators such as methylene blue and daunomycin\cite{94-98}. Barton’s electrochemical method seemed simpler and relatively cost-effective than the methods previously described.

1.10 Use of portable sensors in biological applications

Although most of the previously discussed detection methods of direct sequencing and electrophoretic assays are sensitive and reliable, they lack portability in their current and foreseeable embodiments. Thus, development of a portable biosensor methodology has
received considerable attention. Portable biosensors can offer great advantages such as rapid screening, high throughput, low cost, excellent sensitivity, and the possibility for further miniaturization. The recent increase in demand for these devices is also linked to their potential to be used by the general public directly in the field without any specific training or skill[99].

For a portable sensor to satisfy all these requirements the device needs to be exclusively selective for the target analyte, especially in cases where less skilled technicians and/or the untrained general public is the end user. Most real-world samples involve complex matrices such as blood and urine, where it is possible to have false reads when using a detection method that is not exclusive to the analyte, making this characteristic a key to the success of the innovation.

Most successfully innovated portable sensors currently on the market achieve this high level of specificity by using specific biological recognition molecules such as enzymes, DNA, antibodies, or peptides[100]. An example of this is the use of glucose oxidase in reliable, low-cost, home glucose monitoring.

Most portable biosensor surfaces are modified with one of these aforementioned biorecognition molecules and connected to a signal transducer to give a reagentless, quantitative detection that is easily displayed and interpreted by the end user. Devices such as amperometric electrodes, optical waveguides, and mass-sensitive piezoelectric crystals are often used as transducers[101, 102] that turn sophisticated data into a simple readout that consumers can easily use in biosensor applications with very little training or skill. Scheme-1.3 illustrates a representation of an electrochemical biosensor.
1.11 The potential for electrochemical detection techniques to be developed as portable devices

Unlike other techniques that use optical devices and separation methods, electrochemical detection techniques can be more easily developed and incorporated into portable devices. The biggest advantage of using electrochemical instrumentation is that it can be made compact and lightweight. Since electrochemical detectors do not require much voltage and only measure very small currents, usually in the nanoamp to microamp range, these devices only require a small, inexpensive power supply. This gives an option to power up the device through batteries or even smaller power sources. This feature enables significant applications of electrochemical detectors in the market in which small, inexpensive, and portable systems are always needed.

Scheme 1.3 Schematic representation of an electrochemical biosensor
Most electrochemical methods do not require complex separation steps or expensive optical components such as light sources, mirrors, filters, or optical detectors. As a result, electrochemical detectors become easier to handle and are inexpensive.

The other major advantage of using electrochemical detectors is that they have generally higher signal-to-noise ratio giving a greater sensitivity and lower detection limit. They have negligible incident background noise as compared to optical detectors. The only existing noise comes from the inherent background currents in the measurement systems and from the capacitive charging currents at the detector surface. These currents are small enough that they typically do not interfere with the signal.

1.12 Electrochemical techniques used in this study

Various electrochemical techniques will be used in our biosensor development studies, including cyclic voltammetry (CV), square wave voltammetry (SWV), and chronocoulometry (CC). These methods were chosen because of their simplicity, sensitivity, cost effectiveness, and ability to gather much information within a few potential cycles.

1.12.1 Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)

In CV, voltage (potential) is first decreased as a function of time to induce reductions. A current results as electrons are transferred to or from the analyte when the electrode reaches a specific voltage that matches the standard redox potential of the species in the cell. This is the reduction peak. Voltage is then increased back to allow oxidations to take place at the electrode, again when the potential matches the electron transfer potential of
the analyte. The resulting current from electron transfer makes an oxidation peak. Current is measured as a function of applied potential at a given scan rate, and the resultant data is represented by a curve that is called a voltamogram[65].

1.12.2 Square Wave Voltammetry (SWV)

In contrast to CV, SWV’s potential sweep is a series of stair steps. The current difference between the cathodic and anodic pulses in each step is measured before the next step is taken. During the cathodic pulse, the electro-active species gets reduced at the electrode, while the anodic pulse oxidizes those reduced species back to original form. The resultant current is measured as a function of voltage potential and is displayed as a square wave voltamogram. Since the currents obtained during cathodic and anodic processes have opposite signs, the difference in current that is measured at each step in potential will be higher compared to the currents obtained in CV at a given potential. This, combined with
the low charging currents associated with SWV, makes SWV relatively more powerful with regard to CV[65].

1.12.3 Chronocoulometry (CC)

In CC, the applied potential on the electrode is stepped from a non-redox reactive starting point to a final point where the redox reaction occurs. The transient charge passes through the electrode and is measured as a function of time[65]. CC is very useful in calculating the surface area of sensors, and obtaining the amount of adsorbed molecules on sensor surfaces, as well as determining mechanisms and kinetics of electron transfer reactions that occur on the sensor surface. CC can also be used to calculate diffusion constants for different analytes.
The advantages associated with these three aforementioned electrochemical techniques enable them to be used in the characterization and analysis of our mismatch and damage detection biosensors described in the following chapters.

### 1.13 Importance of biomolecular immobilization in developing biosensors for mutation detection.

In order to make an electrochemical biosensor that incorporates biorecognition molecules in conjunction with a signal transducer, the recognition molecule needs to be immobilized onto conductive surfaces. This biomolecular immobilization of biomacromolecules such as enzymes, antibodies, or oligonucleotides plays a key role in biosensor development, as it directly influences the sensitivity and the selectivity of the sensor. However, the stable and reproducible immobilization of these biomacromolecules
with complete retention of their recognition properties remains a crucial problem. For this reason, use of a proper immobilization method is vital to achieving high throughput capability in manufactured biosensors.

Although many established strategies are available for the immobilization of these biomolecules on sensor surfaces, the actual method of immobilization varies depending on ligand type, analyte, and the purpose of the experiment. The most challenging component in any immobilization is to preserve the activity of the biomolecule during the immobilization process, which is where many of the current immobilization methods fail. Biomolecular immobilization methods can be categorized into various groups. However, two methods are widely employed. The first method is based on covalently attaching biomolecules onto a solid support via various linker groups; thiols, amines, and aldehydes are among well-established linkers for covalent immobilization [103-106].

The second immobilization category is called layer-by-layer methodology, which is based on electrostatic interactions between a pre-charged solid support and alternating layers of biomolecules. The solid support, in this case the bare surface of a biosensor, can be easily charged, either positively or negatively, using monovalent or multivalent substrates, cations, or anions. Although the majority of available substrates are monovalent, a few multivalent substrates are being used, divalent Mg$^{2+}$ being one example. Polylysine, PDDA, and polyglutamate are some examples of monovalent substrates that are used [107-109]. Both covalent and layer-by-layer techniques have their own advantages as well as disadvantages.
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CHAPTER II

A NEW APPROACH TO IMMOBILIZING DNA ON BIOSENSORS USING ELECTROCHEMICAL DIAZONIUM REDUCTION: APPLICATIONS IN BASE MISMATCH DETECTION USING INTERCALATOR-MEDIATED CHARGE TRANSPORT

2.1 Introduction

Recently, considerable interest has been focused on the current DNA/Oligonucleotide immobilization techniques being used for mismatch detection. Most of these current methods have various drawbacks that will adversely affect the sensitivity of the assay. A variety of methods have been developed for assembling nucleic acid monolayers on biosensor surfaces such as metals (e.g. gold), polymers, and glasslike surfaces (e.g. silica, oxidized silicon, microscope slides)[1-6]. DNA/oligo-attachment to gold surfaces with free thiol labels is the most commonly used immobilization method because of the well-established thiol-gold chemistry[7-11]. Free thiol moieties of terminated DNA/oligos are attached via chemisorption to the gold surface. However, it has been identified that the thiol-gold based methods have serious limitations including long immobilization time, cost, and restrictions on the type of metal
used. As well, it has been determined that the dithiothreitol (DTT) used to reduce the disulfide bond to generate the free thiol moieties significantly interferes with the efficiency of self-assembly of the monolayer on the gold surface[12]. Recent studies have also revealed that the length of the oligos can affect the immobilization efficiency when using thiol-gold immobilizations[13].

In another study conducted by Mirkin and colleagues, single linkage thiol-gold attachments are shown to be more susceptible to desorbing from the surface as compared to multi-linkage thiol-gold attachments[14, 15]. Other investigators have further noted significant instability of thiol-terminated DNA due to their tendency to oxidize under normal atmospheric conditions[16]. By considering all of the drawbacks associated with the thiol-gold immobilization, it is apparent that there is a growing need to develop an immobilization technique that is sensitive, fast, low in cost, and applicable to any conductive surface.

Surface grafting of biological molecules using diazonium chemistry is appealing in this regard. Electrochemical reduction of diazonium ions results in a highly reactive radical which attaches covalently to the electrode surface[17-19] and can be used to immobilize macromolecules[20, 21] on almost any type of conductive surface. To this end, we describe a fast and reliable method for the immobilization of DNA/oligonucleotides.

Our particular approach involves grafting a glassy carbon electrode surface with carboxylic acid groups by electrochemical reduction of 4-cinnamic acid diazonium tetrafluoroborate. This is followed by the coupling of amino-terminated oligonucleotide to the pre-activated cinnamic acid groups on the electrode surface using 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide Hydrochloride (EDAC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide
The oligonucleotide immobilization is confirmed using electroactive probes such as \( \text{K}_3\text{Fe(CN)}_6 \) and \( \text{Ru(bpy)}_3^{2+} \). In addition, each surface-modification step is characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Barton’s DNA-mediated charge transport technique, introduced earlier in Chapter 1, is used to investigate the applicability and the sensitivity of our proposed immobilization technique.

2.2 Experimental design

2.2.1 Chemicals and biomolecules

15’mer single-stranded oligonucleotides, C6 5’ amino modified, purchased from Biosynthesis (1. 5’-amino-C6-AGT ACA GTC ATC GCG-3’, 2. 5’-CGC GAT GAC TGT ACT-3’, 3. 5’-CGC GAT GAA TGT ACT -3’) are suspended in deionized water to prepare stock solutions of 2 \( \mu \)g/\( \mu \)l concentrations. Equal volumes of each ssDNA (1+2:complementary oligo and 1+3:mismatched oligo) are hybridized in pH 7.0 phosphate buffer (5 mM phosphate, 0.1 mM NaCl) by heating for 5-8 min at 95°C in a heat block and cooling slowly to room temperature over 3-4 hrs. The final DNA concentration is estimated by absorption spectroscopy at 260 nm.

Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) surfaces (SPI-1 Grade) are purchased from SPI suppliers. All other chemicals, trans-4-aminocinnamic acid, sodium nitrite, 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide Hydrochloride (EDAC), 2-[N-morpholino]ethane sulfonic acid (MES), N-hydroxy succinimide (NHS), methylene blue, Potassium hexacyanoferrate (III), and tris(2,2’-bipyridyl) dichlororuthenium (II) hexahydrate are reagent grade and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Deionized water is obtained from a Barnstead ultra-pure water purification system (specific resistance >18
MΩ/cm). Trans-4-cinnamic acid diazonium tetrafluoroborate is synthesized and purified according to published procedures[22].

2.2.2 Procedures and apparatus

A BAS electrochemical workstation is used for all electrochemical experiments. Potentials are recorded against an Ag/AgCl (3.0 M KCl) reference electrode with a platinum counter-electrode, and 3.0 mm glassy carbon working electrode.

2.2.3 Electrochemical measurements

All electrochemical measurements are carried out at room temperature in buffers as indicated in each specific trial, which are purged for 10 min and blanketed with nitrogen immediately before readings. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and Square Wave Voltammetry (SWV) are performed in a three-neck electrochemical cell.

2.2.4 Grafting carboxylic acid groups

This is performed with glassy carbon electrodes, which are polished with 0.3 and 0.05 µm alumina respectively on a Buehler microcloth and ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, and then in deionized water for 15 min before grafting. The synthesized diazonium compound (10mM) is then dissolved in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M Bu$_4$N$^+$BF$_4^-$ as the electrolyte. The acetonitrile electrolyte solution is purged and kept under nitrogen atmosphere. Cyclic voltammetry is performed on the glassy carbon electrode (GC) in a potential window of 0.8 V to -0.8 V (scan rate 0.1V/s). Two consecutive scans are used in these conditions (scheme 2.1, Figure 2.1).
Scheme 2.1 Grafting of the electrode surface with carboxylic acid groups.

Figure 2.1 Cyclic voltamograms (ν=100 mV/s) for the first (—) and second (---) scans of the 15 mM Trans-4-cinnamic acid diazonium tetrafluoroborate in acetonitrile.
2.2.5 DNA immobilization on electrode surface

The modified electrode grafted with carboxylic acid groups is washed thoroughly with acetone followed by deionized water before proceeding with DNA immobilization (scheme 2.2). A 50 µl drop of EDC/NHS solution (10:1 mg of EDC to NHS in 1.0 ml solution of 50 mM MES buffer, pH 6.5) is carefully cast on the surface of the electrode. The electrode is incubated in this solution in a closed environment for 20 min. After incubation, the modified GC electrode is washed immediately with deionized water. Then, 50 µl of 50 µM amino-terminated oligonucleotides in 5 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 50 mM NaCl and 0.1 M MgCl2 is cast on the electrode surface in a closed chamber for 2 hours. After immobilization of the oligonucleotides, the electrode is thoroughly washed with 5 mM pH 7.0 phosphate buffer (50 mM NaCl) followed by deionized water.

Scheme 2.2 Immobilization of DNA on the electrode surface
2.2.6 Atomic Force Microscopy

AFM is performed with a pico-SPM scanning probe microscope controlled by a magnetically coated MAC-mode module and interfaced with a PicoScan controller from Molecular Imaging Corp., Tempe, Arizona. All the AFM are performed with a multi-purpose small scanner with a scan range of 9 µm in x-y dimension and 2 µm in the z-dimension (Molecular Imaging Corp.). Silicon Type II MAClever cantilevers (Molecular Imaging Corp.) of 225 µm length, 2.8 N/m spring constant, and 60-90 kHz resonant frequencies are used in Acoustic AC mode. All AFM measurements are performed in air at ambient conditions.

2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 Characterization of the DNA modified electrode

2.3.1.1 Characterization of DNA modified electrodes using electroactive probes

C_{6}-5’-amino modified oligos are immobilized on the carboxylic acid derivatized glassy carbon electrode using the technique described in Section 2.2.5. The derivatized electrode is treated for 20 minutes with 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide Hydrochloride (EDAC)/ N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) to activate the carboxylic acid groups. The available carboxylic acid groups on the para-position of the benzene ring react with EDC/NHS to form stable esters, which hydrolyze slowly in aqueous media, in contrast with their rates of reaction with amino groups. Slow hydrolysis of the ester enhances the coupling efficiency of carbodiimide (EDC) for conjugating amine functionality of modified DNA to carboxyl groups on the surface. (See scheme 2.2) The
presence of immobilized DNA is characterized electrochemically using a ferricyanide redox probe.

Figure 2.2 shows the cyclic voltamograms for the bare, carboxylic groups grafted and the DNA modified electrode in 2 mM potassium ferricyanide. The reversible ferricyanide redox couple in the figure is clearly seen around 200 mV on the bare electrode. Derivatization of the electrode surface with carboxylic acid groups drastically reduces the electrochemical signal due to electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged probe and the electrode surface. DNA immobilization further enhances the negative charge density on the electrode surface that results in complete reduction of the electrochemical signal (see scheme 2.3).

**Scheme 2.3** Accessibility of ferricyanide redox probe
Figure 2.2 Cyclic voltammograms ($v=100$ mV/s and $A=0.07$ cm$^2$) for the bare, carboxylic grafted and DNA modified electrode surfaces in 2 mM Fe(CN)$_6^{4-}$ in pH 7.0 phosphate buffer.
The presence of DNA on the electrode surface is further characterized using tris(2,2’-bipyridyl) dichlororuthenium (II) complex. This transition metal complex shows enhanced electrochemical oxidation in DNA[23-25]. Figure 2.3 shows the square wave voltammograms for the bare, carboxylic acid derivatized, and DNA modified electrodes in 50 µM Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ complex in pH 5.5 acetate buffer. The reversible redox couple for ruthenium bipyridyl complex is observed around 1.05 V for the bare electrode. The presence of DNA shifts the redox potential slightly towards more positive values while significantly increasing the peak current compared to the bare electrode in the same solution.

Ruthenium bipyridyl, a positively charged metal complex, interacts with negatively charged DNA molecules via electrostatic attraction. Charge transport through DNA oxidizes Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ complex. The oxidized ruthenium probe is reduced back to the Ru$^{2+}$ form by oxidizing guanine bases in attached DNA layer as described in Scheme 2.4[26]. This two-step catalytic mechanism of Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ mediated DNA oxidation leads to an overall increase in catalytic current as shown in the voltammogram for the DNA-modified electrode in the figure. This provides additional evidence for DNA immobilization on the electrode surface.
Figure 2.3 Square wave voltammograms for bare and DNA modified electrode in 50 µM Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ complex in pH 5.5 acetate buffer.

Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ $\rightleftharpoons$ Ru(bpy)$_3^{3+} + e^-$
Ru(bpy)$_3^{3+}$ + DNA(Guanine) $\rightleftharpoons$ DNA(Ox-Guanine) + Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$

Scheme 2.4 Ruthenium-mediated guanine base oxidation.
2.3.1.2 Characterization of the DNA modified electrode using Atomic Force Microscopy

Bare, carboxylic acid derivatized, and DNA immobilized HOPG surfaces were characterized using AFM for detailed analysis of each step involved in the previously described immobilization technique, and also to support the results obtained from the electrochemical studies.

Figure 2.4-(a) illustrates typical 3-D AFM image of the freshly cleaved, bare HOPG substrate used in the surface analysis experiments. As expected, the bare HOPG is extremely smooth, giving a z height of 0.4 nm, which enables the identification of the topographical changes when the surface is modified with DNA using this technique.

Figure 2.4-(b) shows the three-dimensional AFM image for the carboxylic acid grafted HOPG surface that occurs after step one of the immobilization technique. The modified surface now has a comparatively rough topography with perforations and a z height of 1.5 nm, which is consistent with surfaces grafted using electrochemical diazonium reduction. The 1.5 nm height is also comparable to other published results involving diazonium reduction[27].

Figure 2.4-(c) shows the three-dimensional topographical image for the DNA immobilized HOPG that is present after the second, final step of the immobilization process. AFM images of the DNA modified HOPG surface clearly shows a non-uniform thin film of DNA immobilized on the HOPG surface with a z height of 5 nm, which is in agreement with the width of the double stranded DNA.

When taking all AFM images into consideration, it is noteworthy that the DNA can effectively and conveniently be immobilized using the proposed technique based on
electrochemical diazonium reduction. Our AFM results are in agreement with what was obtained with the electrochemical studies using electroactive probes.

Figure 2.4 Tapping mode AFM images of (a) Bare HOPG, (b) HOPG modified with carboxalic acid. (c) DNA immobilized HOPG.
2.3.2 Application of DNA modified electrodes in DNA mismatch detection

2.3.2.1 Using methylene blue as an intercalator probe to detect DNA base mismatches

The developed immobilization method that we developed was tested for its applicability in DNA base mismatch detection using Barton’s intercalator-mediated charge transport technique. The mismatch detection experiment is initiated by immobilizing two identical 15-base oligonucleotide probe sequences on two identical glassy carbon electrodes, and hybridizing one probe to a complementary target. The second probe is hybridized to another target with a mismatched base. Experimental parameters such as sequence of the oligonucleotide, type of mismatch, location of the mismatch, scan rate, probe concentrations, and buffers are optimized. The analysis is performed using two voltammetric approaches, cyclic voltammetry and chronocoulometry, and the sensitivity is compared to the thiol-gold method used in Barton’s assay[28].

Single base mismatch detection of hybridized oligos on the electrode surface is performed using methylene blue (MB), a redox-active DNA intercalator. Because of the packed DNA layer on the electrode surface, MB intercalates only at the top of the layer. MB on the bare electrode surface gives a reversible redox couple around –0.2V. When the electrode is modified with complementary oligos, a higher peak current at slightly more negative potentials is obtained. The higher peak current obtained for the electrode with complementary DNA is a result of π-stacking that facilitates electron transport through the DNA film to reduce intercalated MB[28]. The observed shift to negative potentials indicates increased energy of electron transfer, which is likely due to the
additional energy needed to move the flow of electrons through the negatively charged DNA, as compared to bare electrode.

The $\pi$-stack of aromatic nucleotide bases within the DNA molecule is a unique medium for electron transport. When a base mismatch is present, the $\pi$-base stack is disturbed resulting in diminished electron flow, thus reducing the peak current. Figure 2.5 shows how the introduction of only a single mismatch in the DNA strand results in a considerable reduction in peak current.

Figure 2.5 Cyclic Voltammograms in 2 µM MB in pH 7.0phosphate buffer for bare electrode (---), complementary DNA modified electrode (---) and mismatched DNA modified electrode (….).
2.3.2.2 Using MB/Ferricyanide to enhance detection of DNA mismatches

The sensitivity for the aforementioned intercalated MB-based detection assay depends mainly on the electrochemical signal, which in turn is directly related to the surface concentration of the MB. It is reported that this process of MB reduction can be coupled to a freely diffusing redox active molecule (i.e. ferricyanide) in solution to enhance the electrochemical response through electrocatalysis[29, 30].

The cyclic voltammograms for the DNA modified electrodes, with and without mismatch, in MB/ferricyanide solution are shown in Figure 2.6. An enhanced electrocatalytic current for the complementary DNA-modified electrode is observed due to the efficient charge transport. During this two-step catalytic process, MB intercalated at the end of each DNA strand is first reduced. The reduced MB then oxidizes back to its original form by reducing the ferricyanide in solution resulting in a catalytic response. Scheme 2.5 shows the catalytic reduction cycle between intercalated MB and ferricyanide in solution.

The presence of a mismatched base pair in the DNA strand drastically decreases the electron flow to the MB intercalated at the top of the DNA layer resulting in an almost total shutdown of the electrocatalytic signal. The difference in catalytic current between normal DNA and mismatched DNA is much greater than that shown previously in Figure 2.5 indicating enhanced detection of the mismatch.
Scheme 2.5 Catalytic reduction of MB intercalated at the top of the packed DNA layer in the presence of ferricyanide in solution.
Figure 2.6 Cyclic voltammograms in 2 mM Ferricyanide + 2 µM Methylene Blue solution in pH 7.0 phosphate buffer. Scan rate 0.1 mV/s. DNA modified electrodes with single base mismatch and complementary DNA.
2.3.2.3 Using chronocoulometry to monitor MB/Ferricyanide detection of DNA mismatches

To further elucidate the signal enhancement of the MB/ferricyanide method in the detection of single base mismatches, another sensitive electrochemical technique, chronocoulometry, is used on modified electrodes with mismatched and complementary DNA. In this experiment, the potential applied to the electrode is stepped from 0 V to -0.4 V, and the transient charge is monitored as a function of time. As a result of electron flow perturbation, the two electrodes with mismatched and complementary DNA gave significantly different faradaic charges. The complementary DNA immobilized electrode allows the passage of significant faradaic charge, whereas the electrode with mismatched DNA yields significantly less charge, consistent with our previous voltammetric results. Figure 2.7 clearly illustrates how chronocoulometric monitoring using the MB/ferricyanide system can readily distinguish normal DNA from mismatched DNA.
Figure 2.7 Chronocoulometry at – 400 mV of 2.0 mM ferricyanide and 2 µM methylene blue at pH 7.0 for mismatched and complementary DNA modified electrodes.
2.3.3 Comparison of the diazonium method with thiol-gold method

The sensitivity of our diazonium based mismatch detection assay was compared with the conventional Thiol-gold based detection assay. The comparison was performed using the current density values obtained for the diazonium method and the current density values reported for Gold-thiol method in literature. The comparison results are given in Table 2.1. The results clearly show that the sensitivity of the diazonium method is slightly higher than the widely used Thiol-gold method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Current Density for 2 µM MB/ 2 mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diazonium Method</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Electrode Area, $A=0.07\text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>$265.5 \mu\text{A/cm}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thiol-Gold Method</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Electrode Area, $A=0.02\text{cm}^2$)</td>
<td>$250 \mu\text{A/cm}^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.1* Comparison of the proposed diazonium method with Thiol-gold method.
2.4 Conclusion

The sensitivity of our DNA sensing platform using the new diazonium method for the detection of DNA mismatches was compared to the method using thiol-gold sensor developed by the Barton group. Though comparable to thiol-gold, the data statistically proves that our diazonium sensor has slightly higher sensitivity. In addition, our diazonium sensor has many other distinct advantages over the existing thiol-gold based sensor.

(1) Fast, reliable, simple and economical compared to thiol-gold method.

(2) No surface restrictions can be used with any conductive surface.

(3) No chemical interferences, doesn’t need prior reduction with DTT.

2.5 References


CHAPTER III

ADVANCING THE CAPABILITIES OF DNA MISMATCH DETECTION USING MUTS: A HIGH-THROUGHPUT APPROACH TO MULTIPLE-USE SENSORS

3.1 Introduction

Most of the DNA sensing approaches for mismatch detection[1-4], including the diazonium based attachment previously discussed, use covalent methods to immobilize DNA probes on the sensor surface. As a result, reusability of these sensors for a different target sequence is not possible, as the probe sequence is permanently fixed to the sensor surface. This sequence specific detection is a drawback that reduces the capability of these sensors in high throughput use. In finding a solution to this problem, it is important that the original sensitivity is not sacrificed over throughput capability.

One solution to overcome this sequence-specific detection problem is to immobilize a more generic biomacromolecule on the sensor surface instead of the sequence-specific, single-stranded DNA probe. The desired biomolecule should be able recognize DNA mutations, regardless of base sequence. In order to maintain better sensitivity and selectivity, the biomolecule for this particular task should also have a high binding
constant to the target mutated DNA. Also, to reuse the sensor, the binding between the biomolecule and the target DNA should easily reversible by changing a simple parameter such as chemical composition, pH, or ionic strength of the solution. Finding such a biomacromolecule that satisfies all of these conditions is challenging.

MutS is a protein able to reliably recognize mispaired bases in heteroduplex DNA, as well as small insertions/deletions of one to four bases (vide supra). MutS strongly binds to DNA with high specificity. Strong, consistent binding of MutS to mismatched bases is a tremendous advantage that makes it an ideal candidate for use as a recognition biomolecule in mismatch detection sensors. Moreover, the bound MutS is easily detached from DNA by changing the ionic strength of the medium[5], providing another reason to consider MutS as the recognition element of choice. MutS forms the strongest complexes with G-T mismatches and single unpaired bases; whereas weaker, yet still significant binding is observed at C-C mismatches[6-8].

In this study, we take advantage of MutS’ natural ability to recognize unpaired and mismatched bases to develop a high throughput assay using electrochemical techniques. Studies of MutS’ interaction with DNA are conducted by immobilizing biotin-tagged MutS protein on an electrode surface through a new approach. Biotin-streptavidin chemistry[9-11] is used to immobilize MutS on the electrode surface.

Atomic Force Microscopy and electrochemistry are used to confirm the immobilization efficiency. Scheme 3.1 shows an illustration of the proposed MutS immobilization method for mismatch detection. This label-free electrochemical method has the advantage of simple and direct detection, allowing the protein and DNA to be used in more diverse environments. Moreover, the MutS-immobilized sensor can be
differentiated from other mismatch probing sensors because its reusability increases its versatility and reduces the overall cost of the tests performed.

**Scheme 3.1** Schematic illustration of the new immobilization method for MutS.
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3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Chemicals, apparatus, and procedures

3.2.1.1 Chemicals

All the chemicals used were of analytical grade. Nanopure deionized water (specific resistance >18.2 Ω.cm) used in all experiments was supplied by a Barnstead water purification system. Biotin-NHS, streptavidin, para-nitrodiazonium tetrafluoroborate, aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES), and tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (Bu₄N⁺BF₄⁻) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

3.2.1.2 Electrochemical measurements

A BAS (Bio-Analytical Systems) electrochemical workstation is used for all electrochemical experiments. All electrochemical measurements are carried out at room temperature in buffers that are purged for 10 min with nitrogen immediately before readings and blanketed with nitrogen throughout the experiment. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and Square Wave Voltammetry (SWV) are performed in a three-neck electrochemical cell with Ag/AgCl reference electrode, platinum counter electrode and 3.0 mm diameter glassy carbon working electrodes. The working electrodes were polished prior to experiment with alumina slurry (successively with 0.3 and 0.05 micron), and cleaned in ultrasound bath in deionized water.

3.2.1.3 Atomic Force Microscopic imaging

AFM is performed with a Pico SPM® scanning probe microscope controlled by a magnetic alternating current MACmode® module and interfaced with a PicoScan®
controller from Molecular Imaging Corp., Tempe, Arizona. All AFM scans are performed with a multi-purpose small scanner from Molecular Imaging Corp. with a scan range of 9 µm in the x-y plane and 2 µm along the z axis. Silicon Type II MAClever® cantilevers (Molecular Imaging Corp.) of 225 µm length, 2.8 N/m spring constant, and 60-90 kHz resonant frequencies are used in acoustic AC mode in deionized water.

3.2.1.4 DNA hybridization

30 base single stranded oligonucleotides from Biosynthesis (1. 5’-GCA CCT GCA TCC TGT GGA GAA GTC TGC CGT-3’, 2. 5’-ACG GCA GAC TTC TCC ACA GGA GTC AGG TGC-3’, 3. 5’-ACG GCA GAC TTC TCC GCA GGA GTC AGG TGC-3’) are dissolved in deionized water to prepare stock solutions of 2 µg/µl concentrations. Equal volumes of each ssDNA (1+2: complementary oligo and 1+3: mismatched oligo) are hybridized in pH 7.0 phosphate (5 mM phosphate, 0.1 mM NaCl) buffer by heating for 5-8 min at 95°C in a heat block and cooling slowly to room temperature over 3-4 hrs. The final DNA concentration is estimated by UV absorption at 260 nm[12].

3.2.1.5 GST fusion protein expression and purification

The MutSb expression plasmid (pMutSb) was kindly provided by Stanley F. Nelson, et al. The plasmid is engineered with a biotin tag at the N-terminal lysine of the MutS gene. Expression and purification of biotinylated MutS is carried out according to a published protocol[13]. pMutSb is transformed into BL21(DE3). Cell cultures are grown to mid log phase (0.6 OD) and 1mM IPTG is added for optimized protein expression at room temperature overnight. 5g of wet cell pellets are harvested from 1L cell culture and
suspended in 20 mL lysis buffer (50mM Hepes pH 7.8, 50mM KCl, 1mM DTT, 0.1mM EDTA). 100µg/µL lysozymes are added to the cell suspension on ice. Cells are lysed by sonication for complete cell lysis. The soluble fraction is isolated by centrifugation for 20min at 20,000 x g. Purification of the MutSb is carried out using the same procedure mentioned above, with additional step of adding 5% to 31% ammonium sulfate while stirring for 45 minutes in order to precipitant and isolate MutSb. The MutSb is pelletized by centrifugation at 15,000 x g for 30min, and then resuspended in 2mL of MutSb buffer. The protein is isolated using a column consisting of monomeric avidin-agarose beads (Pierce). The protein is eluted from the column using an elution buffer containing 0.2M NaCl and 20mM Biotin. The eluted protein is dialysed against the MutSb buffer and concentrations are determined using Bradford assay.

3.2.1.6 Protein immobilization on mica surface

A freshly cleaved mica surface is used to immobilize the protein. The mica surface is derivatized with amino functionalities by incubating it for 20 minutes in aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) solution, which is prepared by mixing 950µL of acetone, 50µL of deionized water and 30 µL of APTES from the original bottle. After incubation, the mica surface is washed three times with acetone followed by deionized water. The mica surface is then incubated for 45 minutes in biotin-NHS ester solution that is prepared by dissolving 0.1mg of biotin-NHS in 500µL of DMF. After biotin functionalization, the surface is thoroughly washed with DMF followed by deionized water. This modified surface is then exposed to 1µg/mL solution of streptavidin for 5 minutes. Next, the surface is thoroughly washed with deionized water to remove any non-
specifically adsorbed proteins. Bare mica surface, streptavidin-immobilized mica with biotin linkages, and MutS immobilized on the streptavidin-modified, biotin-linked mica will all be further characterized by AFM imaging.

3.2.1.7 Protein immobilization on electrode surface

3.2.1.7.1 Electrode derivatization with amino functionalities

Glassy carbon electrodes are polished consecutively with 0.3 and 0.05 µm alumina on a Buehler microcloth, followed by 5 minutes ultrasonication in acetone, and 15 minutes ultrasonication in deionized water. The cleaned electrodes are next derivatized electrochemically with nitrobenzene functionalities using a 1 mM solution of para-nitrodiazonium tetrafluoroborate in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (Bu₄NBF₄) as the electrolyte. Cyclic Voltammetry is performed twice on each electrode in a potential window of 0.8 V to -0.8 V at a scan rate of 0.1V/s.

After cyclic voltammetry, the electrodes are rinsed several times with acetone followed by through washing with deionized water. Nitro functionalities on these modified electrodes are then electrochemically reduced to amino functionalities by performing another cyclic voltammetric run (potential window of 0 V to 1.0 V and with a scan rate of 0.1 V/s) in a protic solvent containing 20% Methanol and 80% water (v/v).

3.2.1.7.2 Protein immobilization on the electrode surface

The amino-functionalized electrodes are incubated for 45 minutes in biotin-NHS ester solution that is prepared by dissolving 0.1mg of biotin-NHS in 500µL of DMF. After biotin functionalization, the electrodes are thoroughly washed with DMF followed by
deionized water. These modified electrodes are then exposed to a 1µg/mL solution of streptavidin for 5 minutes. Next, the electrodes are thoroughly washed with deionized water to remove any non-specifically adsorbed proteins. Protein-immobilized electrodes will be characterized by cyclic voltammetry using potassium ferricyanide as an interrogative probe.

3.3 Results & discussions

3.3.1 AFM characterization of MutS immobilized on mica

Two different characterization techniques, atomic force microscopy and electrochemistry, are performed to examine the immobilization efficiency of MutS through the new immobilization approach discussed in the experimental section. The results from the first set of characterizations are shown by the AFM images in Figure 3.1. All AFM images are obtained on mica substrate. Figure 3.1 presents the topographic images of (a) bare mica, (b) streptavidin-immobilized mica with biotin linkages, and (c) MutS immobilized on streptavidin-modified, biotin-linked mica, as well as (d) a zoom 3-D image of the MutS immobilized on streptavidin-modified, biotin-linked mica.

As expected, the bare mica surface in figure 3.1 (a) is extremely smooth, with a z height of only 0.3 nm[14]. The streptavidin-immobilized surface in figure 3.1 (b) gives relatively rough topography with peaks heights around 6 nm, which is very close to the theoretical height of immobilized streptavidin[15]. The image also shows a high density of immobilized streptavidin on the surface, which confirms literature reports of an unusually strong binding (K_d ~ 10^{-15} M) between biotin and streptavidin[16]. The appearance and the z height for both bare and streptavidin-immobilized mica substrates
are compatible with other published experiments[17]. The peak density on the
topography image is almost unchanged for the streptavidin-modified surface after several
washings indicating a robust adherence of the streptavidin to the biotin functional groups
on the surface. Due to static repulsions, the negatively charged mica surface reduces the
possibility for any non-specific attachment of streptavidin, which is also negatively
charged in the pH 7.0 phosphate working buffer.

The MutS immobilized on streptavidin-modified, biotin-linked mica in figure 3.1 (c)
shows a surface that is relatively uneven in peak heights with a significant number of
peaks relatively larger and taller than the streptavidin peaks in figure 3.1 (b). X-ray
crystallographic height of the MutS dimeric structure is around 7 nm. The large features
on the image have a height around 13 nm, which is consistent with the additive height of
MutS (about 7 nm) being immobilized on top of the surface streptavidin proteins (around
6 nm). Moreover, the significant difference in height between MutS-bonded and MutS-
free streptavidin in the zoomed 3D (figure 3.1 (d)) image verifies the binding between
MutS and streptavidin. We further investigated the MutS immobilized surface and found
that the MutS remained attached to the streptavidin even after thorough washings. This
proves beyond reasonable doubt that MutS is attached to streptavidin through the strong
‘biotin-streptavidin’ interaction, but not through weak hydrophobic interactions. Attempts
to immobilize MutSₙ on a surface modified with inactive streptavidin (streptavidin with
no active sites for biotin recognition) as a control experiment showed no attachment of
MutS after 10 minutes of incubation (see Figure 3.2). This observation further clarifies
the nature of the binding between MutS and streptavidin.
Figure 3.1 Tapping mode AFM images in water. (a) Bare Mica, (b) Streptavidin immobilized Mica through biotin linkages, (c) Immobilized MutS on streptavidin modified Mica, and (d) 3-D image of the MutS immobilized Mica.
Figure 3.2 – Comparison of 2D and 3D images of (a) Control experiment for MutS immobilization after blocking active sites of streptavidin. (b) MutS immobilization without blocking active sites of streptavidin.
3.3.2 Electrochemical characterization of MutS immobilized glassy carbon electrodes

The second characterization was carried out using cyclic voltammetry (CV), in the presence of an electro-active probe, potassium ferricyanide (K$_3$Fe(CN)$_6$). The immobilization efficiency at each step of the new method is directly detected by observing the change in redox currents of Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ via CV. Figure 3.3 shows the cyclic voltamograms for the bare, biotin modified, streptavidin immobilized, and MutS immobilized electrodes in 2 mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer. A bar chart comparing the average peak currents obtained for each immobilization step is shown in Figure 3.4. The reversible redox couple for the Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ probe occurs around 200 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) for the bare electrode with a current density of about 586 $\mu$A/cm$^2$. Derivatizing the electrode with biotin functionalities significantly reduces the current density to about 443 $\mu$A/cm$^2$. This significant reduction of the current is due to the decrease in the surface concentration of the probe ion on the electrode surface, probably as a result of the formation of a blocking layer of biotin on the electrode surface. The formation of the biotin monolayer is important, as the efficiency of streptavidin and MutS immobilization is totally dependent on the amount of the available biotin functionalities on the surface. We also obtained AFM images supporting our electrochemical data and showing a formation of a fine layer of biotin after NHS coupling.

The immobilization of the two proteins further reduces peak currents by blocking the electrochemical reaction on the electrode surface. Moreover, both streptavidin and MutS are negatively charged in the pH 7.4 phosphate buffer and the negatively charged Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ probe is further electrostatically repelled by the immobilized proteins. This is
possibly the reason why a very low average current density (181 µA/cm²) is observed for the MutS-immobilized electrode with respect to the bare electrode. Another noticeable observation in Figure 3.3 is that the corresponding peak potentials for biotin, streptavidin, and MutS move towards more negative potentials as compared to bare electrode. The shift in peak potentials is mainly due to the obstruction of electron flow from the electrode surface to the redox probe through the immobilized molecules. Since both streptavidin and MutS are negatively charged in the operating buffer, the electron movement across the negatively charged interface is disturbed by static repulsions. As a result, the electrons need to be further energized to reduce ferricyanide, resulting in the observed negative shift in peak potentials for both streptavidin and MutS immobilized electrodes.
Figure 3.3 Overlaid cyclic voltammograms (vs Ag/AgCl) for the bare, biotin-modified, streptavidin-modified, and MutS-modified electrodes in 2mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer.
Figure 3.4 Comparison bar graphs for the bare, biotin modified, streptavidin modified, and MutS modified electrodes in 2mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer.

3.3.3 DNA mismatch detection
In a typical experiment, we derivatized two identical glassy carbon electrodes with MutS protein in order to evaluate our ability to detect DNA mismatches using our proposed method. The two MutS-modified electrodes are exposed to mismatched and complementary DNA. Finally, we performed cyclic voltammetry (1.0 V to -1.0 V at 100 mV/sec) using the electrodes in methylene blue/ferricyanide solution.

Methylene blue (MB) is an electrochemically active flat aromatic molecule, which binds to DNA predominantly via intercalation. The intercalation is driven by the $\pi-\pi^*$ interaction between nucleotide bases and methylene blue molecules. As we found earlier (section 2.3.2.2), the use of methylene blue/ferricyanide coupled catalytic reduction enhances the current via a two-stage catalytic reduction, whereby intercalated methylene blue is reduced, which in turn reduces ferricyanide in solution. As a result of this recognition, we get a positive signal enhancement that magnifies the original methylene blue reduction current, making the detection of mismatches easier to identify.

Figure 3.5 shows two cyclic voltammograms obtained in 2µM MB/2mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ solution for the two electrodes that were exposed to mismatched and complementary DNA. The mismatched-DNA electrode yields a significantly higher catalytic reduction peak indicating a positive recognition between mismatched DNA and immobilized MutS, which is a clear indication of the success of the proposed method. The experiment performed by incubating the electrode with complementary DNA does not show any reduction peak, suggesting that the increase in peak current with the mismatched DNA is a direct result of preconcentration of methylene blue on DNA recognized by immobilized MutS. We checked reproducibility by performing repetitive experiments. The bar graph with error bars in Figure 3.6 is a typical average of the three replicates, showing that peak
currents for DNA with single-base mismatches are significantly higher than currents recorded for complementary DNA.

As a control, we performed another cyclic voltammetric experiment in 2µM MB/2mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ by incubating only streptavidin immobilized electrodes in normal and mismatched DNA solutions to confirm mismatch DNA binds only to immobilized MutS, but not to streptavidin. Figure 3.7 shows the voltammograms we obtained for bare, with mismatched DNA, and streptavidin immobilized electrode incubated with normal DNA.
Figure 3.5 Overlaid cyclic voltamograms (vs Ag/AgCl) for the mismatched and complementary DNA incubated electrodes in 2µM MB-2mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer.
Figure 3.6 Comparison Bar graphs for the mismatched and complementary DNA electrodes.
Figure 3.7 Overlaid cyclic voltamograms (vs Ag/AgCl) in 2µM MB-2mM Fe(CN)$_6^{3-}$ in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer for bare, and streptavidin modified electrodes incubated in mismatched and complementary DNA.
3.4 Conclusion

In this study, we developed a novel electrochemical biosensor for detecting DNA single-base mismatches through a catalytic reduction of potassium ferricyanide in the presence of electroactive methylene blue. We used a fusion MutS protein as the recognition element. In the cyclic voltammetric experiment, discussed in section 3.4, we observed a catalytic reduction peak for the electrode with mismatched DNA, whereas the electrode exposed to complementary DNA yields no visible catalytic peak. This result clearly shows that immobilized MutS is very much active on the electrode surface and readily interacts with mismatched DNA. This electrochemical method has a potential for applications in genetic diagnostics, and will enable us to detect gene mutations rapidly and with improved sensitivity. The method is very simple, fast, and potentially low-cost. Also, the method has a huge potential to be developed as a reusable miniaturized high-throughput device.
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PART II

SENSORS OR SENSING PLATFORMS FOR THE DETECTION OF GENERAL DNA DAMAGE

CHAPTER IV

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW AFM METHOD TO DETECT DNA DAMAGE

4.1 Introduction

Environmental toxins, free radicals, radiation, and various chemical agents can cause major damage to DNA[1, 2]. The consequences of DNA damage are numerous and detrimental to the cell, and may lead to serious human diseases including cancer[3]. Among the types of damage that these agents inflict upon DNA are base lesions, sugar lesions, base modifications, single as well as double-strand breaks[4, 5]. DNA double-strand breaks are more harmful to the cell than any other type of DNA lesion. If not prevented or repaired promptly, DNA double-strand breaks will lead to mutagenesis and carcinogenesis[6].
4.1.1 Introduction to methods currently used in the detection of DNA damage

Various methods including gel electrophoresis, pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, neutral filter elution, and neutral sedimentation have been conducted to reveal the damaging effects of different chemical agents on DNA[7-12]. In addition, a couple of biochemical assays, comet assay and flare assay, are commercially available to assess DNA damage[13-15].

Though these biological techniques have proven merit, they give very little information regarding the location and nature of the damage. As a result, there is an increased demand for techniques that are capable of visualizing subtle alterations in the DNA molecule. Electron microscopy is one such technique that has been previously used in this field. Although electron microscopy produces very high-resolution images with a great deal of information, the technique is expensive. It is also complex as it needs chemical fixation and sample staining prior to imaging[16], as well as a large capital investment for the microscope.

AFM is a very useful tool in visualizing biological molecules at nanometer resolution[17, 18]. Use of AFM in DNA damage detection studies is expanding due to the ability of AFM to visualize biological molecules in their original form under native conditions. So far, the major obstacle for AFM in this field is that it cannot currently be used to clearly distinguish minor DNA damage such as single-base alterations that can eventually lead to double-strand breaks.

Some AFM-based methods exist that can detect UV-induced DNA damage, as this type of induced damage is easier to visualize. In most cases, exposure to UV radiation results
in DNA fragmentation, which can be directly distinguished from non-fragmented DNA using AFM. Krausch et al recently developed a method to screen for minor DNA damage by incorporating Human Replication Protein-A (HRP-A) to the damaged site[19] and imaging the DNA/HRP-A complex. Although this method was successfully able to discriminate damaged from undamaged DNA, the sensitivity of this method is compromised because the HRP-A binds even to undamaged DNA at a fairly high ratio.

In this chapter we propose a new AFM-based screening method to monitor minor DNA damage by labeling damaged sites with a biomarker. This site-specific biolabeling is achieved through well-established biotin-streptavidin chemistry. We use styrene oxide, a well-known DNA damaging agent[20], as a model agent to damage DNA. We also used sonication as another path to introduce DNA damage. Scheme 4.1 shows an illustration of the proposed DNA damage detection technique. We also investigate the possibility of combining the proposed site-specific biolabeled imaging method with electrochemical detection. The coupling of electrochemical detection and site-specific imaging is expected to produce both quantitative and qualitative information in a single experiment.
4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Chemicals

Styrene oxide, Biotin-NHS, APTES, Streptavidin protein, and Calf thymus DNA were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. De-ionized water (resistivity > 18 MΩ.cm) is provided by a Barnstead nanopure water system.

4.2.2 Apparatus

4.2.2.1 Ultrasound device

One-megahertz continuous ultrasound is applied for 20 minutes at an intensity of 1.5W/cm² by underwater technique. Sonication is provided by a commercially available transducer (Dynatron 850 Plus), with a 1.7-cm diameter treatment head and an effective radiating area of 0.75 cm². For ultrasound exposure, the cell culture flasks are immersed

Scheme 4.1 Schematic illustration of the new detection method.
in a water bath vertically and perpendicular to the axis of ultrasound beam emitted by the sonicator. The distance between sonicator’s surface and samples subjected to ultrasound is kept constant for all experiments and is defined by the geometry of the water bath, which was used for all experiments.

4.2.2.2 UV-Vis spectroscopy

UV-Vis spectra are acquired on an 8453 Agilent Technologies spectrophotometer with a 1 cm pass-through quartz sample holder.

4.2.2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy imaging

AFM was performed with a pico-SPM® controlled by a MAC-mode® module and interfaced with a PicoScan® controller from Molecular Imaging, Tempe, Arizona (now Agilent Technologies). All of the AFM work was performed with a multi-purpose small scanner with a scan range 9 µm in x-y and 2 µm z height. Silicon Type II MAClevers® of 225 µm length, 2.8 N/m spring constant, and 60-90 kHz resonant frequencies (Molecular Imaging Corp.) were used in Acoustic AC mode in Air.

4.2.3 Culture of HEK-293 cells

HEK-293 Human Kidney cells are incubated in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, non-essential aminoacids, 5% penicillin/streptomycin and Earle’s BSS adjusted to contain 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate. Cells are maintained at 37°C in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO₂ in air.
4.2.4 Exposure of HEK-293 cells to ultrasound

HEK-293 cells are allowed to grow to confluence. Cell growth medium is then replaced with PBS buffer. Cell attachment to the dish is monitored before sonication. The bottom of the dish containing attached cells is then immersed in the water bath at room temperature with the sonicator head positioned as described above in “Apparatus.” After exposure to ultrasound for 20 minutes, the cell container is removed and attached cells are collected and lysed for DNA extraction following standard protocols for DNA extraction, which include centrifugation followed by lysis of the cells with extraction buffer, proteinase K digestion of the lysate, and finally phenol:chloroform-isoamyl alcohol extraction.

4.2.5 Sample preparation for Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) imaging to assess DNA damage.

Chemical DNA damage yields double helix openings and breaks in DNA strands. This process exposes the aromatic amines of DNA bases, which can be derivatized with biotin labels using biotin-NHS chemistry (see Results and Discussion section 4.3). The derivatization procedure is as follows: The DNA sample, either from the sonication flask or extracted from live cells which have been subjected to ultrasounds, is diluted to 10 µg/mL with pH 7.4 TE buffer. A 250 µL portion of this DNA solution is first reacted with 50 µL of biotin-NHS ester (0.2 mg/mL) in pH 7.4 TE buffer for 45 minutes. The resulting biotin-labeled DNA is filtered using a 10,000 MW cutoff filter to remove unreacted free biotin, followed by three sequential washings with buffer. The final DNA sample is diluted with TE buffer to a final concentration of 1µg/mL. A 50 µL drop of this final
solution is then carefully cast on a freshly cleaved HOPG and allowed to adsorb on the surface in an airtight, humidified, chamber for 15 minutes. The modified HOPG surface is then washed with buffer solution and incubated with 50 μL (10 μg/mL) streptavidin in pH 7.4 TE buffer for 10 minutes. The HOPG surface is thoroughly washed with the buffer to remove non-specifically bound streptavidin, and finally dried under a stream of nitrogen before AFM imaging. The same procedure is followed with intact DNA sample as controls. The extent of DNA damage is reflected by the number streptavidin features detected per unit of surface area.

4.3 Results & discussion

4.3.1 Application of the new method in detecting DNA chemical damage using styrene oxide as a damaging agent

Our new DNA damage detection method is tested using DNA that has been chemically treated with styrene oxide, which reacts with DNA bases to yield an adduct that results in double helix openings and breaks in the DNA strand. This process exposes the aromatic amines of DNA bases, which can be derivatized with biotin labels using biotin-NHS. These small biotin molecules, attached to damaged sites in the DNA, are then coupled to larger streptavidin molecules, which can be detected and visualized on the surface using AFM imaging. Similar concepts of detection of DNA damage using chemical derivatization, but coupled to other analytical methods such as HPLC, gas chromatography, and mass spectrometry are well known[21-23]. Here the derivatization and coupling with the larger streptavidin molecules allows for direct topographic imaging instead of relying on indirect detection associated with these other analytical techniques.
As a result, we can achieve direct assessment of chemical damage in DNA samples through the surface density of attached proteins.

Figure 4.1 illustrates 2D and 3D images of damaged and undamaged DNA after the biotin-streptavidin treatment, as discussed in the procedure. A high density of streptavidin features, which is a measure of damaged sites in DNA, can clearly be seen in the damaged DNA sample. In contrast, the surface immobilized with undamaged DNA has very few visible streptavidin features. This clearly indicates that the undamaged DNA bases are non-reactive with biotin-NHS molecules. In order to verify that the white spots found in the damaged-DNA AFM images are actually immobilized streptavidin, a cross-sectional analysis of the two images is performed. The average height of these white spots is about 5 nm, which is in agreement with the crystallographic height of streptavidin[24]. The topographical difference between the two images in the figure 4.1 is a clear indication of the validity and sensitivity of the new method in detecting DNA chemical damage.
4.3.2 Application of the new method in ultrasound-induced DNA damage.

*In vitro* damage of DNA with styrene oxide yields a relatively high number of damage sites as a direct result of the absence of an active repair mechanism, as in living cells. Our previous study shows that our proposed method has the necessary sensitivity to detect...
this *in vitro* DNA damage. We asked if our method can be expanded to DNA damage within live cells subjected to various levels of oxidative stress.

In order to test the applicability of this method in a real world situation, where the damage is minor and when the detection is challenging, we tested the method on DNA extracted from cultured HEK293 cells, which were previously subjected to controlled levels of ultrasounds. It has been reported that sonication creates hydroxyl radicals, which can react with DNA bases causing double-strand breaks[25].

The extracted DNA from ultrasound-treated cells and non-treated cells were incubated with biotin-NHS ester for a possible derivatization of damaged sites with biotin. These treated DNA were then immobilized on HOPG followed by linkage to larger streptavidin molecules in order to visualize the damage using AFM. Figure 4.2 shows two-dimensional AFM images of the ultrasound-treated and untreated DNA after streptavidin coupling. Two images, for treated and for untreated cells, show a distinguishable topographical difference, a clear indication that the proposed method is capable of detecting differential damage with high sensitivity. We were also able to obtain high-resolution 2-D and 3-D zoom images to confirm the size of streptavidin proteins actually immobilized on the DNA strand, but not on the surface (see Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.2 Tapping mode AFM images in Air for (a) Ultrasonically damaged DNA (for 20min) after biotin-streptavidin treatment, and (b) Normal undamaged DNA after biotin-streptavidin treatment.
Figure 4.3 High-resolution zoom (a) 2-D and (b) 3-D AFM images for Ultrasonically damaged DNA after biotin-streptavidin treatment
To further confirm the validity of the method, we characterize intact and ultrasound-treated DNA samples using absorption spectroscopy after incubation in NHS-biotin. DNA samples subjected to ultrasound and control (intact) were treated with NHS-biotin as described in the experimental section. The samples are then washed multiple times with buffer on size-exclusion membranes allowing the elimination of nonattached small molecules (i.e. excess biotin not covalently bound to the target DNA molecules). Retained DNA samples from the size-exclusion filtration are then analyzed using UV-visible spectrophotometry. This analysis of ultrasound-treated DNA shows DNA absorbance at 260 nm, in addition to another band at around 200 nm that corresponds to covalently bound biotin labels. The control DNA sample not subjected to ultrasound, but similarly incubated with NHS-biotin, does not show the characteristic biotin band. Figure 4.4 shows wavelength scans for undamaged and ultrasonically damaged DNA after biotin-NHS treatment.
**Figure 4.4** Wavelength scans for biotin-NHS treated undamaged DNA and ultrasonically damaged DNA.
4.3.3 Quantitative analysis of the damage using combined ECHEM/AFM technique. Most of the current AFM-based detection methods produce only qualitative information. Our proposed method can be used to quantitatively evaluate the amount of DNA damage by counting observable streptavidin sites per unit area on the topographic image. In order to avoid erroneous quantification due to natural fluctuations of streptavidin density across the whole surface, we can easily take the average streptavidin density of three or more topographic images taken from random locations on the sample surface. This additional work will have a slight negative effect on the total detection time of the assay. Another way to improve the detection time and to obtain more precise quantification, is to couple the AFM method to an electrochemical detector (ECHM), which will yield more accurate information. This combined technique will enable us to visually assess and electrochemically quantify DNA damage by performing AFM and ECHM in parallel.

Figure 4.5 shows combined AFM topographic images and their corresponding electrochemical signals obtained from sonicated DNA and normal DNA extracted from HEK 293 cells. Ru(bpy)$_2^{2+}$ complex was used in this experiment as an electrochemical probe. This ruthenium bipyridyl complex is known to catalyze electrochemical oxidation of DNA guanine bases[26]. In the first AFM image we clearly see that the number of streptavidin attachments in the undamaged DNA immobilized surface is negligible and the corresponding voltammogram gives a significant electro-catalytic signal for the ruthenium-mediated DNA oxidation.

In the second image we observe that the streptavidin density drastically increases upon exposure to ultrasound sonication. The electrochemical response for the damaged DNA-immobilized surface is significantly less due to attached streptavidin blocking ruthenium
probes from reaching DNA. The decrease in the electrochemical signal appears inversely proportional to the density of the streptavidin. While this is still in the development stage, the combined ECHEM/AFM method shows a potential to be developed into a good platform allowing topographic recognition as well as electrochemical quantification.

**Figure 4.5** Combined AFM/ECHEM images for (a) Normal undamaged DNA after biotin-streptavidin treatment, and (b) Ultrasonically damaged DNA after biotin-streptavidin treatment
4.4 Conclusion

The results described in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 indicates that AFM imaging can be successfully used to detect and characterize DNA damage as a result of exposure to reactive chemicals and potential carcinogens. In the combined ECHEM/AFM method, the imaging provides the visual characterization with potential extension to high-resolution imaging to precisely characterize local damage on DNA strands and identify target spots of the damaging agent. The electrochemical component provides a highly sensitive quantification of the resulting DNA damage, and can be developed into a standard method of analysis to compare the relative damaging ability of chemical agents and/or DNA vulnerability.
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5.1 Introduction

Immobilization of biomolecules has become an important aspect in biosensor development. Most of the currently available electrochemical and AFM-based biosensors, including the one we developed in the previous chapter, use weak hydrophobic interactions to immobilize recognition molecules on the sensor surface[1-3]. As a result, these recognition molecules are more susceptible to detach from the surface, reducing the overall sensitivity of the sensor. Leaching of these recognition molecules not only degrades the sensor’s performance, but also can contaminate the test sample. In addition, some AFM probes are coated with hydrophobic materials that have a higher tendency to pick up these detached molecules during scanning. These contaminated tips are hard to clean and may become inoperable, adding more cost and time to the assay.
Employing a covalent modification method to immobilize the recognition molecules through linkers could rectify this problem, but it would also have a negative impact on the overall detection time, as most of the covalent methods are generally time consuming. In addition, the sensitivity of these covalent modifications can sometimes be limited as a direct result of chemical reactions between the biomolecules and the linker molecules[4, 5]. This can lead to a change in the structure of the immobilized biomolecule, eventually leading to conformational changes and subsequent alterations of activity.

A different method of immobilization needs to be found that will allow for better attachment of biomolecules without the unwanted side-reactions and other difficulties associated with the current methodologies. Other groups have used a “layer-by-layer” approach to sensor development that circumvents these problems by providing stronger attachments with fewer side-reactions, preserving the activity of the immobilized biomolecule[4-8].

The success of any layer-by-layer method is entirely dependent on the amount of charge or charge density the surface gains after modification (vide supra). Higher charge density on the modified surface is a desired feature in this methodology, in that it results in tighter attachment of biomolecules to the surface. For this reason, it is important to use molecules or ions that have a high charge density. A major drawback associated with most of the current layer-by-layer immobilization methods are that they incorporate biomolecules with low charge densities[9-11], which results in poor surface attachment. In our study, we propose a novel layer-by-layer method to immobilize biomolecules with high charge densities, which will improve surface adhesion and overall retention.
Our proposed method uses electrochemical reduction of 4-diazonium salicylate to pre-activate the surface and Fe\(^{3+}\) ions to immobilize DNA or other biomolecular analytes for damage-detection analysis. Diazonium-based procedures offer the advantage of simplicity, efficiency and speed of the chemistry involved. A major advantage of using salicylic acid in this method is that it forms a very strong complex with Fe\(^{3+}\) ions[12]. The high active charge on Fe\(^{3+}\) facilitates the strongly bound immobilization of more biorecognition molecules on the surface, which is the key advantage of this method.

The method is first tested by immobilizing calf thymus DNA as a model negatively-charged biomolecule, which is then characterized by AFM and electrochemical methods. Our new method is also tested for its applicability in DNA damage detection using chemically damaged (styrene oxide) DNA. Scheme 5.1 shows an illustration of the proposed layer-by-layer method for biomolecular immobilization.

Scheme 5.1 Schematic illustration of the new layer-by-layer method.
5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Chemicals
Styrene oxide and Calf thymus DNA were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. De-ionized water (resistivity > 18 MΩ.cm) was provided by a Barnstead nanopure water system.

5.2.2 Electrochemical measurements
A BAS 100W (Bio-Analytical Systems) electrochemical workstation is used for all electrochemical experiments. All electrochemical measurements are carried out at room temperature in buffers that are purged for 10 min with nitrogen immediately before readings and blanketed with nitrogen throughout the experiment. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and Square Wave Voltametry (SWV) are performed in a three-neck electrochemical cell with Ag/AgCl reference electrode, platinum counter electrode, and 3.0 mm diameter glassy carbon working electrodes.

5.2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy
AFM is performed with a pico-SPM® controlled by a MAC-mode® module and interfaced with a PicoScan® controller from Molecular Imaging, Tempe, Arizona (now Agilent Technologies). All AFM work is performed with a multi-purpose small scanner with a scan range 9 μm in the x-y plane and 2 μm z height. Silicon Type II MAClevers® of 225 μm length, 2.8 N/m spring constant, and 60-90 kHz resonant frequencies (Molecular Imaging Corp.) were used in Acoustic AC mode in air.
5.2.4 DNA immobilization procedure for AFM and electrochemical characterizations

Cyclic voltammetry is used to create a layer of salicylic acid on freshly prepared HOPG or glassy carbon surface; this is done by cycling the applied potential two times between +0.6V and -0.8V at a scan rate of 0.1 V/sec in a 5 mM aqueous solution of 4-diazonium salicylate. After the second cycle, the observed current decays almost to the level of the background current, indicating the formation of a layer of salicylic acid on the surface, possibly a full monolayer. The electrochemical reduction process shows irreversible one-electron reduction of the diazonium group at around –0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

After electrochemical modification, the salicylic acid-modified surface is thoroughly washed with ultra-pure deionized water. The surface is then incubated in 5 mM FeCl₃ solution for 1 minute, thoroughly washed with deionized water, and then dried under a stream of dry nitrogen for 10 minutes. Finally, 50 µl of normal calf thymus DNA (0.1 mg/ml in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer) is cast on the positively charged surface and allowed to stand for 5 minutes before again being thoroughly washed with deionized water. The same procedure is repeated using damaged calf thymus DNA for the detection of DNA damage.
5.3 Results & discussion

5.3.1 Characterization of the DNA modified electrode

5.3.1.1 AFM characterization of HOPG surface modified with normal DNA

AFM characterization is performed to examine the effectiveness of immobilizing biomolecules using our new salicylic acid method. The results from this set of characterizations are shown by the AFM images in Figure 5.1, which shows the topographic images of (a) Bare HOPG, (b) Salicylate/Fe$^{3+}$ modified HOPG, (c) and DNA immobilized HOPG.

The bare HOPG in figure 5.1a is extremely smooth, with a $z$ height of only 0.3 nm, which permits the identification of any topographical changes that occur when the surface is modified with salicylate/Fe$^{3+}$ or salicylate/Fe$^{3+}$/DNA. The salicylate/Fe$^{3+}$ grafted surface (figure 5.1b) shows a relatively cratered topography with a peak height of 1 nm, which is very close to the theoretical height of immobilized salicylate, indicating the formation of a fine monolayer on the HOPG. The appearance and the $z$ height for both bare HOPG and salicylate/Fe$^{3+}$ modified HOPG are compatible with other published experiments[13-15].

The salicylate/Fe$^{3+}$-modified surface is then exposed to normal calf thymus DNA. AFM imaging (figure 5.1c) shows this fully modified surface has developed a “string-like” appearance, indicative of the presence of a fairly dense layer of the DNA. Further AFM imaging of the film after several washings indicates little or no change in film characteristics, adding credence to the robust adherence of DNA using this method. A control experiment was performed by incubating salicylic acid-modified HOPG in DNA, without exposing the surface to Fe$^{3+}$. AFM imaging shows no attachment. This is as
expected, as charge-charge repulsions between the negatively charged salicylate surface and negatively charged DNA will prevent the DNA from binding.

Figure 5.1 Tapping mode AFM images of (a) Bare HOPG, (b) HOPG modified with salicylic/Fe$^{3+}$. (c) Calf Thymus DNA immobilized HOPG.
5.3.1.2 Characterization of normal DNA immobilized electrodes using electro-active probes

A second set of characterizations was carried out using electrochemical techniques in the presence of two different electro-active probes. The results obtained for each probe are discussed in the following sections.

5.3.1.2.1 Characterization using ruthenium bipyridyl electro-active probe

Figure 5.2 shows the square wave voltammograms for the bare, salicylate/Fe\textsuperscript{3+} modified, and calf thymus DNA immobilized electrodes in 50 µM Ru(bpy)\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{2+} complex in pH 5.5 acetate buffer. The oxidation peak for ruthenium bipyridyl complex appears at about 1.05 V for the bare electrode. Derivatization of the electrode with salicylate/Fe\textsuperscript{3+} complex significantly reduces the oxidation peak, indicating repulsions between the positively charged electrode surface and the positively charged ruthenium probe. A huge oxidative response is seen after DNA immobilization on the salicylate/Fe\textsuperscript{3+} modified electrode. This increase in oxidative current is due to the guanine-mediated catalytic oxidation of ruthenium bipyridyl complex\cite{14}, providing solid evidence for the efficiency of the immobilization process.
Figure 5.2 Square wave voltammograms for 50μM ruthenium complex in pH=5.5 acetate buffer.
5.3.1.2.2 Characterization using cobalt bipyridyl electro-active probe

We use another electrochemically active, positively charged metal ion complex, Co(bpy)$_3^{3+}$, to further characterize the DNA immobilized electrode. Co(bpy)$_3^{3+}$ binds to the negatively charged DNA backbone predominantly via electrostatic interactions at low ionic strength[16, 17]. Figure 5.3 shows overlaid square wave voltammograms for each modified electrode surface in 1mM Co(bpy)$_3^{3+}$ in pH 5.5 acetate buffer.

The reduction peak for Co(bpy)$_3^{3+}$ appears at about 0.1 V using bare electrode. As we observed in the Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ system, derivatization of the electrode with salicylate/Fe$_3^{3+}$ complex creates high positive charge density on the surface that electrostatically repulses Co(bpy)$_3^{3+}$, resulting in a significant reduction of the peak height, as shown in the overlaid voltammogram.

The reduction peak should increase significantly if DNA has been successfully immobilized on the surface, due to the electrostatic attraction between the positively charged Co(bpy)$_3^{3+}$ and the negatively charged DNA. The high peak current associated with the voltammogram for the DNA-immobilized electrode is consistent with this principle and further supports the successful immobilization of the DNA.
Figure 5.3 Square wave voltammograms for 1 mM cobalt complex in pH 5.5 acetate buffer.
5.3.2 Application of the new method in DNA chemical damage detection

We demonstrated earlier in section 5.3.1.2.1 that a ruthenium bipyridyl electro-active probe could be used to detect immobilized DNA via an increase in oxidative current. This current is observed during SWV mainly due to positive-negative charge interactions coupled with the guanine-mediated catalytic oxidation of ruthenium bipyridyl complex. DNA damage is known to unwind the helices and expose DNA bases, including guanines, making them more accessible to the electro-active probe and providing additional oxidative catalysis. This leads to a significant increase in catalytic current, essentially amplifying the chemical damage, providing greater sensitivity. We take advantage of this difference in catalytic current to apply our new methodology to the detection of DNA damage.

Our new salicylic acid based layer-by-layer method was tested for its applicability in DNA chemical damage detection. Normal DNA and chemically damaged DNA using styrene oxide are immobilized on two identical glassy carbon electrodes. The two electrodes are then characterized using \( \text{Ru(bpy)}_3^{3+} \) in pH 5.5 acetate buffer, as shown in the voltammogram for the DNA modified electrodes.

The overlaid square wave voltammograms (Figure 5.4) clearly shows a difference between the oxidation peaks of damaged DNA and normal DNA, indicating that our salicylate-based immobilization technique, in conjunction with the use of \( \text{Ru(bpy)}_3^{3+} \) as an electro-active probe, is clearly capable of differentiating between normal and damaged DNA.
Figure 5.4 Square wave voltammograms for normal and damaged DNA in 50 µM ruthenium complex in pH 5.5 acetate buffer.
5.4 Conclusion

Our new layer-by-layer method brings the capability of creating a considerable high charge density on the surface, using molecular-size control of coverage. Both electrochemical and Atomic Force Microscopic results show promising discrimination between each modification step. Both of these tools show that creating a surface with higher charge density will lead to strong and efficient immobilization of DNA on the surface. Our new immobilization method, in conjunction with the use of Ru(bpy)$_3^{3+}$ as an electro-active probe, can discriminate between normal and damaged DNA, and can be further developed into a highly sensitive tool to study chemical DNA damage at the molecular level.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A review of the most current literature suggests that there is a fundamental gap between the current state-of-the-art in DNA mismatch and damage detection and the desired characteristics of low-cost, high-speed, simplicity, versatility, and potential for miniaturization.

We began this study focused on two main goals: The first goal being to advance the existing sensor technologies for mismatch and damage detection so that they meet market demand. The second goal is to narrow the aforementioned fundamental gap by developing new approaches that satisfy all desired characteristics. Our results clearly demonstrate the potential of our proposed new methods in developing low-cost, high-throughput miniaturized devices that have increased versatility as compared to current detection methods.

In the first approach we successfully advanced the current state-of-the-art, the thiol-gold sensor developed by the Barton group. Our proposed diazonium ion-based immobilization has many distinct advantages over other conventional methods including
speed, simplicity, reliability, and cost effectiveness. Also, this method has no surface restrictions and can be used with any conductive surface, increasing versatility, which is a big plus for new sensor development.

Though vastly improved, our method still has some limitations common with other methodologies that we would like to continue to improve upon. One such limitation is the requirement of using DNA sequences with amino labels at the 5’ end, which can be a major obstacle in real world situations where a patient’s gene is obviously not 5’-amino labeled. In the future, we will investigate the possibility of using unlabeled DNA with a 5’- sticky end. The sticky end can be easily created by removing the nucleotide base at the 3’ end of the sequence using restriction enzymes. The removal of the 3’ end base exposes free amino functionalities in the complementary 5’ end base, which can then be used to immobilize the sequences.

Our second approach, immobilization of biotin-tagged MutS protein, is a versatile platform for fabrication of a miniaturized electrochemical device that can be effectively used in future cancer diagnostics. This method proved to be low-cost, fast, simple, and more importantly label free, as it doesn’t require fluorescent labels or radioactive labels for detection. Moreover, the ability of MutS to recognize various types of base mismatches and deletions will enable this method to detect gene mutations rapidly and with improved sensitivity. MutS-DNA complexes exhibit a high degree of dissociation in high ionic-strength buffers; in the future, we can exploit this characteristic to make a reusable mismatch detection sensor. This will be investigated by exposing MutS-DNA complex to different ionic-strength buffers on the sensor surface and measuring the electrocatalytic signal for ferricyanide/MB solution. We will also explore the possibility
of using this new technology to engineer a low-cost, high-throughput micro-device coupled to an electrochemical detector for the screening of mutations. In making such a device, we could utilize similar technologies currently used in commercially available glucose sensors and protein array chips. Fabrication of this device can be initiated by making a MutS immobilized array chip and connecting each site of the chip to an electrochemical detector. A concept design for such a device is shown in scheme 6.1.

**Scheme 6.1** A concept design of a MutS-based array chip device.
The AFM-based, site-specific biolabeling approach described in chapter 4 has shown to be a promising visualization method to monitor minor DNA damage. As indicated in our results, this method has very high sensitivity, with a proven ability to detect damage on individual molecules. In addition, the method can be easily adapted to acquire more information such as the location and type of damage.

Used by itself, AFM can only produce limited information in order to quantitatively evaluate DNA damage. Our combined AFM/ECHEM approach improves upon this limitation by demonstrating a high potential to obtain both qualitative and quantitative data in a single experiment. Further optimization and characterization of this combined method in the course of the current study was limited by time constraints, but the AFM/ECHEM approach is needed to optimize detection of damage in real world samples. In the future we will explore the possibility of attaching a redox-active molecule or particle to the damage site in order to enhance the sensitivity of the electrochemical assay. The best choice would be to use gold nanoparticles, as they are redox active and large enough to visualize.

The sensitivity of the combined AFM/ECHEM assay can be further enhanced by introducing our new layer-by-layer method we developed in chapter 5. Characterization of this new method clearly showed that it creates high charge density on the surface so that it can tightly hold immobilized DNA. This increased bonding strength significantly enhances the sensitivity of the assay.

There is still a need for future improvements in the current technology, ensuring that continued development in this direction will be of great benefit to bridging the current gap in DNA mismatch/damage sensors. Among the proposed possible future directions, it
seems most likely that development of the MutS-based array chip device will be of the greatest benefit.

We began this study with the goal of advancing existing sensor technologies for DNA mismatch and damage detection. Our results clearly demonstrate that we succeeded in developing low-cost, high-throughput miniaturized devices that have increased versatility as compared to current detection methods.